The present paper occupies with the acoustic emission (AE) monitoring of fracture of marble. The specimens belong to two different material types and were tested in three-point bending after being ultrasonically interrogated. Consequently, they were repaired by means of suitable epoxy agent and mechanically re-loaded. Apart from the well-known correlation of pulse velocity to strength, which holds for the materials of this study as well, AE provides some unique insight in the fracture of the media. Parameters like the frequency content of the waveforms, and their duration among others show a transition in relation to the load. According to their strength class, the specimens exhibit distinct AE characteristics even at low load, enabling to judge their final strength class after having sustained just a small percentage of their ultimate capacity. More importantly, the AE activity during reloading indicates the quality of repair; specimens with good restoration of strength, exhibited similar AE activity to the intact specimens, while specimens with lower repaired capacity exhibited random behavior. This work discusses the passive monitoring of marble fracture and shows that AE parameters that have been used to successfully characterize cementitious materials, provide good results in monolithic materials like marble as well. It is suggested that AE monitoring during a proof loading can provide good information on the potential strength class, which is especially useful for repaired specimens, where the pulse velocity cannot be easily used.
Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) is a technique used for many decades in structural health monitoring (SHM) applications. It uses sensors to record the elastic motion that follows crack nucleation and propagation events within the materials and transform them into electric waveforms. Their intensity (energy), number and other parameters reveal information on the crack density and propagation rate, the location and the mode of fracture [1] [2] [3] [4] . The use of the technique in a typical laboratory experiment is shown in Figure 1 . In typical rock materials like marble and granite, acoustic wave techniques have been used for quite some time. The cumulative AE activity was studied in relation to the fracture process of pre-cracked marble under compression. It was shown that specimens with "zigzag" cracks failed in a more unpredictable way since most of the activity was registered at the moments of macroscopic failure [5] . The evolution of AE activity was very indicative of the strain at creep experiments of granite [6] . The AE activity and energy release during compression was used to indicate the damage level showing that in marble, main damage comes with the peak stress, while AE monitoring of rock material under compression showed mainly two time zones of high "avalanche-like" activity, interrupted by a long period of acoustic silence [12] . The effect of temperature on brittleness of marble was studied with AE corresponding very well to the "rupture evolution law" [13] . Complementary to AE, another elastic wave method, ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) has also been used for characterization of marble condition and mechanical performance. Specifically UPV has been used to derive elastic constants of marble [14] and has been positively correlated to the mean grain size of marble [15] , while the anisotropy has also been highlighted due to the noticeable difference between the velocities at the three different axes [16] . The influence of water saturation in granite has also been examined by ultrasonic measurements. The effect of microstructure is revealed by the systematic increase of velocity for higher ultrasonic frequencies (150 kHz compared to 54 kHz) [17] .
The present study is a continuation of preliminary tests on granite and marble. Previously, different fracture modes were targeted showing that AE is quite sensitive to the loading conditions [18, 19] . Specimens loaded in pure bending emitted higher frequencies and signals of shorter duration relatively to shear-loaded ones. After encouraging results were found, in this case, a large population of specimens of two marble types was tested in bending with concurrent AE recoding to increase the statistical adequacy in an effort to check possible correlations between passively monitoring parameters and mechanical properties. The AE behavior proved very consistent exhibiting three distinct stages with different AE rate. Specific parameters can be used from the early loading to characterize the capacity of the material, like average frequency and RA value, which have been adopted from concrete practice. The fractured specimens were consequently repaired and reloaded to failure. The AE activity of repaired specimens showed capability to characterize the repair efficiency since the specimens with high reloading capacity exhibited similar AE stages with the intact material, while the ones with low strength restoration exhibited a more random behavior driven by the weak bond between the epoxy and the marble. To the authors knowledge, this is the first effort to relate low load AE (approximately one-third of the ultimate load) to the final load bearing capacity of marble both in the intact and the repaired state.
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Acquisition, digitization, storage and analysis Specimen AE sensors AE monitoring of rock material under compression showed mainly two time zones of high "avalanche-like" activity, interrupted by a long period of acoustic silence [12] . The effect of temperature on brittleness of marble was studied with AE corresponding very well to the "rupture evolution law" [13] . Complementary to AE, another elastic wave method, ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) has also been used for characterization of marble condition and mechanical performance. Specifically UPV has been used to derive elastic constants of marble [14] and has been positively correlated to the mean grain size of marble [15] , while the anisotropy has also been highlighted due to the noticeable difference between the velocities at the three different axes [16] . The influence of water saturation in granite has also been examined by ultrasonic measurements. The effect of microstructure is revealed by the systematic increase of velocity for higher ultrasonic frequencies (150 kHz compared to 54 kHz) [17] .
Experimental Section

Materials and Mechanical Details
Two types of marble were used, one named California Honey from Morocco with an average measured density of 2280 kg/m 3 and the other named Crema Mocha with an average measured density of 2508 kg/m 3 from Spain [20] . For convenience the first marble type will be addressed as MA and the next as MB. The specimens were prismatic of size 40ˆ30ˆ160 mm. Thirty-three specimens of the first type of marble and forty specimens of the second type of marble were subjected to three-point bending according to EN 13892-2:2002, see Figure 2a ,b. The load was applied at a constant rate of 50 N/s and the loading was automatically terminated at the moment of instant load drop. At the three-point bending test, the crack starts from the central point of the bottom side due to the tensile stresses (Figure 2b) . 
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Two types of marble were used, one named California Honey from Morocco with an average measured density of 2280 kg/m 3 and the other named Crema Mocha with an average measured density of 2508 kg/m 3 from Spain [20] . For convenience the first marble type will be addressed as MA and the next as MB. The specimens were prismatic of size 40 × 30 × 160 mm. Thirty-three specimens of the first type of marble and forty specimens of the second type of marble were subjected to three-point bending according to EN 13892-2:2002, see Figure 2a ,b. The load was applied at a constant rate of 50 N/s and the loading was automatically terminated at the moment of instant load drop. At the three-point bending test, the crack starts from the central point of the bottom side due to the tensile stresses (Figure 2b ). After bending fracture has occurred all the specimens were repaired in the crack surface with a two-component solvent-free bonding system based on epoxy resin and hardener named "Epoxol" in its commercial product name. It is a specially formulated, high viscosity, polyester marble adhesive-putty, used to bond and fill for repair purposes with hardening time of approximately 5-6 h [21] . The bonding was carefully established so that the original geometry of the specimen was not altered. After bending fracture has occurred all the specimens were repaired in the crack surface with a two-component solvent-free bonding system based on epoxy resin and hardener named "Epoxol" in its commercial product name. It is a specially formulated, high viscosity, polyester marble adhesive-putty, used to bond and fill for repair purposes with hardening time of approximately 5-6 h [21] . The bonding was carefully established so that the original geometry of the specimen was not altered. Figure 3a ,b show the populations of healthy and repaired specimens for MA marble, respectively.
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Ultrasonic Inspection
The whole population of specimens was examined by ultrasound before the fracture test. Two AE transducers (pulser and receiver) were placed on the longitudinal axis of the specimens as seen in Figure 4 , having a wave path of 160 mm. A layer of grease between the transducers and the specimen enhanced acoustic coupling. The transducers were of 150 kHz resonance (R15, Mistras Group). The excitation came by a pulse generator with an electric cycle of 150 kHz directly fed to the pulser as well as the acquisition board to act as reference. The pulse velocity (UPV) was calculated by the wave path over the time delay to the first detectable disturbance of the received waveform. The signal was clear and there was no need for extra processing like stacking or filtering.
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Acoustic Emission
AE monitoring took place by means of two piezoelectric sensors, (R15, Mistras). Their resonance comes at 150 kHz and their positions on the specimens are shown in Figure 2 . The center of one sensor was placed 15 mm away from the point of the expected crack, which was secured by a notch. The second sensor was placed 40 mm away. Both sensors were positioned at the same side of the crack in order to be able to characterize the distortion of the signals as they propagate for the additional distance of 40 mm. Nevertheless, the effect of distortion will not be discussed herein and will be treated separately in another study. Acoustic coupling was improved by silicon grease between the sensors face and the specimens' surface. AE activity was captured by a two-channel PCI-2 Mistras board with sampling rate of 5 MHz. The threshold was 40 dB, as well as the pre-amplification. A schematic representation of a waveform is seen in Figure 5 . Some of the main features are the maximum amplitude, AMP (usually in dB), and the duration, DUR (period between the first and the last threshold crossing). The "rise time" (RT) (which is the time between the first threshold crossing and the point of peak amplitude in μs) is related to the fracture mode of the crack and so is the inverse of the slope of the initial part of the signal (RA value, RT/A in μs/V). The energy (ENE) is defined as the area under the rectified signal envelope. Frequency content can be measured by AF (average frequency), which is the total number of threshold crossings divided by the duration, while there are other indices based on the spectrum of the FFT. 
Results and Discussion
The mechanical results will be discussed along the monitoring ones in the corresponding ultrasonic and AE paragraphs.
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L= 160 mm
Pulser Receiver Marble Specimen Figure 5 . Typical AE waveform and its basic characteristics.
Results and Discussion
Ultrasonics
The ultrasonic velocity results are summarized in Figure 6 in correlation to the maximum load of the specimens. Clearly, the two different types of marble formed two clusters. Type MB, which exhibited higher maximum load, also showed much higher pulse velocity. The differences are quite strong, as there is no overlap between the clusters, while there is also a weak (but not negligible) correlation within each cluster. In any case, the sensitivity of pulse velocity to the stiffness and indirectly to the strength of the engineering materials is well known [22, 23] .
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Acoustic Emission
However, in addition to the total number of hits, high importance is carried by the AE waveform parameters. To give an idea of the transient changes of AE characteristics during loading, Figure 8 shows the RA values for two representative specimens of type MA marble (Figure 8a ) and other two from type MB marble (Figure 8b) . The data corresponding to the last Stage C are included in a transparent pattern since it is intended to focus on the behavior prior the macroscopic failure. It is obvious that the RA initial level is at much higher levels for type MA than type MB, since values up to 50 ms/V are quite frequent, while for MB specimens values are almost restricted below 30 ms/V. As loading continues high values become scarce resulting in a decreasing trend for RA for both types. At the end of Stage B, and just before the macroscopic failure, the RA values of both types of specimens seem to deepen below 10 ms/V. Concerning the whole population of specimens (more than 30), the average values are shown in Table 1 . The behavior of the different marble types was quite repeatable. Apart from the three indicative cases included in the figures, nearly all specimens exhibited the three stages of high, moderate and high activity again.
However, in addition to the total number of hits, high importance is carried by the AE waveform parameters. To give an idea of the transient changes of AE characteristics during loading, Figure 8 shows the RA values for two representative specimens of type MA marble (Figure 8a ) and other two from type MB marble (Figure 8b) . The data corresponding to the last Stage C are included in a transparent pattern since it is intended to focus on the behavior prior the macroscopic failure. It is obvious that the RA initial level is at much higher levels for type MA than type MB, since values up to 50 ms/V are quite frequent, while for MB specimens values are almost restricted below 30 ms/V. As loading continues high values become scarce resulting in a decreasing trend for RA for both types. At the end of Stage B, and just before the macroscopic failure, the RA values of both types of specimens seem to deepen below 10 ms/V. Concerning the whole population of specimens (more than 30), the average values are shown in Table 1 . From the above table, a general conclusion is that the AE features differ for the successive stages. As an example, the rise time and duration of the second stages (Stage B) is clearly lower than the first (Stage A), while the final stage (Stage C) produces again higher values. Inversely, the frequency content as measured by AF increases for Stage B relative to Stage A. Duration of AE signals is related to the intensity of the source and it shows again the same transition as the total AE activity. It would be premature to interpret these fluctuations of AE parameters in terms of shift between shear and tensile phases, as it should be combined with the knowledge of the microstructure. However, this lowering of RA in the intermediate stage, follows the rate of damage accumulation, which is slower in Stage B, as revealed by the low AE activity rate denoting the creation of micro-cracks, the coalescence of which leads to the final fracture at Stage C.
Apart from the differences between the successive stages, there are considerable differences in between the different marble types. Type MB exhibits for the first two fracturing stages, AF higher by as much as 10 kHz than marble MA. This difference is quite high considering that it was recorded by resonant sensors. Correspondingly, it exhibits lower duration, RT and RA values. In addition, while MA exhibits lower RA values for the last stage, type MB exhibits a strong increase. These From the above table, a general conclusion is that the AE features differ for the successive stages. As an example, the rise time and duration of the second stages (Stage B) is clearly lower than the first (Stage A), while the final stage (Stage C) produces again higher values. Inversely, the frequency content as measured by AF increases for Stage B relative to Stage A. Duration of AE signals is related to the intensity of the source and it shows again the same transition as the total AE activity. It would be premature to interpret these fluctuations of AE parameters in terms of shift between shear and tensile phases, as it should be combined with the knowledge of the microstructure. However, this lowering of RA in the intermediate stage, follows the rate of damage accumulation, which is slower in Stage B, as revealed by the low AE activity rate denoting the creation of micro-cracks, the coalescence of which leads to the final fracture at Stage C.
Apart from the differences between the successive stages, there are considerable differences in between the different marble types. Type MB exhibits for the first two fracturing stages, AF higher by as much as 10 kHz than marble MA. This difference is quite high considering that it was recorded by resonant sensors. Correspondingly, it exhibits lower duration, RT and RA values. In addition, while MA exhibits lower RA values for the last stage, type MB exhibits a strong increase. These different trends are attributed to the different fracturing behavior of the two media since the specimen geometry and the whole experimental lay-out was constant. As aforementioned changes of RA are due to the fracture mode. Although the macroscopic stress field is similar, the microstructure of the different marbles may induce different motion of the crack tips strongly influencing the AE parameters received.
It has been seen that high RA values correspond to material closer to fracture while the inverse is measured for frequencies. The frequencies drop just before the final failure. It comes as no surprise therefore, that the material type with higher frequency and lower RA exhibited higher density and load bearing capacity. What should be stressed is that these differences are obvious from the initial fracture stage; MB exhibits 39% higher frequency and 58% lower RA allowing predictions as to the final capacity of the beams.
By separating the activity at the different stages we can study the AE activity at low, moderate and high load. Figure 9a shows the graph of AF vs. RA for the first stage of fracturing (Stage A) as explained in the previous section, while the corresponding graph of the intermediate Stage B is given in Figure 9b . The whole group of points extends from frequencies of approximately 20 kHz to 45 kHz and from RA values of 3 to 30 ms/V. However, it is important to notice that the type MB occupies most of the spots of higher frequency and low RA, while the two populations (MA and MB) could even be separated by a single line (see dashed diagonal line) having only three overlapping points. For the next Stage B of moderate activity, the whole population shifts to higher frequencies and lower RA values (see Figure 9b) but there is still a substantial difference of the centers of the two populations. Marble MB again exhibits higher frequencies and lower RA values and the separation line attains a much higher slope. The separation lines are certainly not unique and successful clustering could achieved by means of pattern recognition algorithms. However, this is left for the next stage, when larger populations will be examined.
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By separating the activity at the different stages we can study the AE activity at low, moderate and high load. Figure 9a shows the graph of AF vs. RA for the first stage of fracturing (Stage A) as explained in the previous section, while the corresponding graph of the intermediate Stage B is given in Figure 9b . The whole group of points extends from frequencies of approximately 20 kHz to 45 kHz and from RA values of 3 to 30 ms/V. However, it is important to notice that the type MB occupies most of the spots of higher frequency and low RA, while the two populations (MA and MB) could even be separated by a single line (see dashed diagonal line) having only three overlapping points. For the next Stage B of moderate activity, the whole population shifts to higher frequencies and lower RA values (see Figure 9b) but there is still a substantial difference of the centers of the two populations. Marble MB again exhibits higher frequencies and lower RA values and the separation line attains a much higher slope. The separation lines are certainly not unique and successful clustering could achieved by means of pattern recognition algorithms. However, this is left for the next stage, when larger populations will be examined. Based on the AE activity of the preliminary loading stage it can be concluded that if the ratio of the average AF over RA is more than 1.67, the ultimate load will be higher than 4 kN (denoting type MB) while if it is lower the load capacity will be less than 3 kN (type MA). The importance of such a correlation lies in the fact that the strength capacity of the material can be assessed by a quite reliable way based on AE data resulted from loading the specimen, without however, inflicting any serious damage: the initial activity (Stage A) is recorded while the load is less than 10% of the ultimate.
Results are quite similar for the intermediate stage where the load is between 20% and 90%. The analogy between AF and RA now changes to 5.2 but again the separation with a straight line is similarly successful.
For the last stage of macroscopic fracture, the results are more mixed, showing that in macro-fracture the intensity of the phenomena "covers" delicate changes that are imposed by the microstructure (Figure 9c ).
Behavior of Repaired Specimens
As aforementioned, the fractured specimens were repaired by means of adhesive epoxy, suitable for cultural heritage projects. In order to check the strength restoration they were tested again with the same bending setup. Their AE activity was once again monitored. Table 2 shows the average value of maximum load for both repaired marble types. The maximum load is approximately 1.63 kN and 2.46 kN for types MA and MB, respectively, corresponding to 70% and 48% of their original strengths. The marble with higher original strength (MB type) exhibited the higher capacity even after repair, although it suffered larger loss as a percentage of the original strength. Compared to the nearly uniform behavior of the sound specimens, the AE behavior of the repaired MA type specimens showed mixed trends. Most of the specimens (20 out of 33) followed a similar behavior to the sound (first loading) with the same stages (high initial rate-plateau-high final rate) but the rest of the specimens exhibited a more random behavior where the specific stages could not be defined. Examples are seen in Figure 10a ,b for the aforementioned cases. The absence of fracture stages can be attributed to the inefficient interfacial bonding between the marble and the epoxy. Table 3 shows the average values of ultimate load and reload for the specimens of marble MA that exhibited the three stages at the reloading (20 specimens), the specimens with random behavior (13 specimens) as well as the average of the whole population (33 specimens). It also includes the repair factor (n) as the ratio of ultimate load of the repaired to the initial load of the intact specimens. It is worth noticing that the specimens that during reloading followed a behavior similar to the initial loading exhibit substantially higher repaired load. Specifically this group of specimens exhibited an average maximum load of 1.75 kN substantially higher than the group of the random behavior (1.46 kN). This shows that the bonding was of better quality and therefore the structural capacity, the fracture process and as a result the AE behavior was closer to the behavior of the intact material achieving a restoration factor of 76% which is quite high for similar cases [24] .
Concerning type MB, nearly all specimens (38 out of 40) behaved similarly to the sound specimens. This has to be related to the bond between the epoxy and the matrix. For the case of MB, the epoxy and its bond to the marble works well and results in the same behavior like the initial monolithic material. This is confirmed by the maximum load after repair.
Additionally, a general observation is that the plateaus (silent periods) are longer for the repaired specimens, while stage B is characterized by lower AE rate than the initial loading. Specifically Stage B exhibits an activity of 3.3 hits/s for marble MA and 2.2. hits/s for marble MB. For the repaired version of the same specimens, the corresponding rates was negligible with only sparse AE hits for Stage B (check again Figure 10a ). This lower activity (and the longer plateaus in the beginning of the test) can be attributed to the lower elasticity of epoxy. The stiffness of this layer is much lower than marble, allowing it to deform without cracking for longer period than marble. Therefore, it withstands the imposed deflection with limited AE. Additionally it has been seen that the type of epoxy may influence this behavior. In recent experiments in concrete repaired by flexible healing agent, the AE development was smooth since the bonding took place in small and frequent events. On the other hand, rigid epoxy follows a slightly different trend by fewer but larger debonding events [24] .
Excluding the specimens that exhibited random behavior (13 of type MA and two of type MB) one can again separate the AE behavior in the successive stages. Results are included in Table 2 Table 3 shows the average values of ultimate load and reload for the specimens of marble MA that exhibited the three stages at the reloading (20 specimens), the specimens with random behavior (13 specimens) as well as the average of the whole population (33 specimens). It also includes the repair factor (n) as the ratio of ultimate load of the repaired to the initial load of the intact specimens. It is worth noticing that the specimens that during reloading followed a behavior similar to the initial loading exhibit substantially higher repaired load. Specifically this group of specimens exhibited an average maximum load of 1.75 kN substantially higher than the group of the random behavior (1.46 kN). This shows that the bonding was of better quality and therefore the structural capacity, the fracture process and as a result the AE behavior was closer to the behavior of the intact material achieving a restoration factor of 76% which is quite high for similar cases [24] .
Excluding the specimens that exhibited random behavior (13 of type MA and two of type MB) one can again separate the AE behavior in the successive stages. Results are included in Table 2 above. It is evident that the parameter values are much closer between the different marble types for each stage. For the first stage received at low load, average frequencies are almost identical and RA values are very close. It should be recalled that in the first loading, marble MB exhibited 39% higher frequency, while the RA value of B was 58% lower than MA (see Table 1 ). Now these differences are nearly eliminated; frequencies are essentially the same and the average RA of MB is only 23% lower than MA. Differences in rise time and duration are similarly compressed. The AE parameters show indeed that in the repaired specimens, the importance lies primarily in the bonding between epoxy matrix and less in the marble itself. The difference of 23% in RA although may seem substantial, does not allow successful separation of the two classes, due to the overlap. Indeed in AE, the experimental scatter of the parameter values is high and a difference between averages of the order of 20% of even 50% is not enough to separate different populations [25] . However, it can still be seen that type MA with higher RA value in the preliminary stage of loading exhibited lower maximum load. Therefore, there is certainly potential in the study of AE in the repaired specimens as to predict the final behavior. It should be kept in mind that it is possible to apply pattern recognition combining not only two but many features which offer the highest characterization capacity or even apply principal component analysis.
Discussion
The reason why AE inspection acquires even more significance is that ultrasound cannot reliably assess the condition of the repaired specimen. As shown in Figure 4 , the nominal wave path is 160 mm. In the repaired material, the layer of epoxy resin is approximately 1 mm corresponding to less than 1% of the total. Therefore, the stiffest marble (in this case type MB) would always exhibit much higher velocities and the sensitivity to the epoxy layer and its adhesion to the matrix would be negligible. Despite the fact that ultrasound shows very good correlation to the material properties and the final strength, it would not be possible to characterize by the same test the capacity of the repaired specimens.
It should also be mentioned that although AE gets signals from fracturing of the material it is not necessarily "close to failure", as micro-cracking activity is induced very early in the loading. There are several other examples in literature where AE starts in a small fraction of the ultimate load [7, 11, 12, 25, 26] . Therefore, AE can be used in the concept of "proof loading". This kind of test is a usual application in different types of structures (e.g., pressure vessels). The structure is loaded up to a safety point and the AE is monitored. According to the received AE the structure can be categorized either as safe for continuous use, as safe for a period of time before another monitoring, or unfit and should be replaced. AE, due to the sensitivity of the sensors records the very early fracturing incidents in the micro-scale before the structural capacity of the member/specimen is compromised. In the specific case, the loading rate was constant. Taking into account the accumulated AE activity for marble MA, the initial AE stage is completed well before 15 or 20 s in a total of 50 to 60 s until fracture (check Figure 7a) . This means that the load until that moment was approximately one-third of the maximum load. For marble MB, the initial activity (first stage) was completed at about 30 s while the duration of the loading until fracture was more than 100 s (Figure 7b ). Again this means that the loading for the first AE stage is well below one-third of the maximum. Therefore, it can be supported that the AE data used for correlation with the final load capacity, as presented in Figure 9a correspond to a stage when the material is still macroscopically intact since the load was about 30% of the ultimate. For the repaired specimen, the initial stage of AE represents approximately half the duration of the experiment, so we can say that the "early" AE data were recorded until 50% of the capacity (Figure 10a ). After the initial stage, the specimen continued to receive increasing load within a period of acoustic silence before it was fractured 20 to 40 s later. Therefore, it can again be argued that the early loading did not effectively compromise the load bearing capacity of the specimens.
Concerning the localization of the AE sources, the present setting with two sensors enables only linear location. More sensors would not add much to the accuracy of the AE events. This is because the accuracy is compromised by different factors. The specific type of sensors is widely applied in practice due to their high sensitivity but on the other hand they are far from being considered point sensors, as their diameter is approximately 16 mm. This is comparable to the propagation distance between the crack (middle of specimen) and the 1st sensor and also comparable to the specimen dimensions (thickness of 40 mm). Therefore, AE location would enable to separate events that occurred centimeters away but within a single damage zone it would be troublesome to make more accurate statements. As an example, in our study the thickness of the epoxy in the repaired specimens is approximately 1 mm. AE location results would not be reliable enough to check if an event occurred within this mm (crack in epoxy) or 0.5 mm to the right or left (marble crack), as the typical error is certainly higher. In addition to the above mentioned geometry reasons, the heterogeneity of the material should be kept in mind that creates a variation in the pulse velocity and further compromises the accuracy. Therefore, in the specific case, AE location could not be used to clarify the exact point of the fracture and specifically discriminate between fracture in the epoxy or in the marble matrix.
Conclusions
The present paper occupies mainly with the AE behavior of large populations of two marble types under bending and the repair efficiency as tested by a second loading after application of adhesive epoxy. The main conclusions of the work are summarized below:
(i) The fracture of the material follows three successive stages of high, low and high AE activity.
(ii) The AE parameters at each stage vary showing that the fracture pattern changes throughout the damage process even though the macroscopic failure of both marble types is derived from the same three-point bending setup. (iii) Different marble types exhibit fairly different behavior, even from the initial stage of loading.
Based on AE parameters from the early stage (AF and RA), an almost complete separation of the two populations (high and low strength) is possible, allowing the prediction of the strength group that each specimen belongs. (iv) Repaired specimen with adhesive epoxy exhibited a restoration of flexural strength between 50% and 75% depending on the bonding efficiency. (v) The repaired specimens, which followed AE behavior similar to the intact ones (same three distinct fracture stages), exhibited much higher strength restoration (20% higher ultimate load at the test after repair), something attributed to the good adhesion that dictates the specimens to fracture similar to the intact ones.
Study should continue with different fracture modes apart from bending, as well as with other natural stones like granite (different morphology, greater flexural strength and density than marble). In addition, pattern recognition approaches should be applied in order to achieve even better characterization or classification of the different AE populations.
